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a-=oo and if the roots bi, 62 of the quadratic equation b2 + po b + go = 0 are distinct, the transformation of variables from x, y to x, y, y = eM x"y, x = x (b2 -bi), will take (1) into another equation of the same form, in which however (2) i;(a.) = _i + P1+..., g(*)=g+^+..., provided that a proper determination of the constant Ci be made. In the present paper I wish to consider the solutions of (1) in the vicinity of x = oo , but under the restriction that p (x) and q (x) have the form (2).f The method of attack is essentially the same as that which I have employed earlier in the consideration of singular points. Î In this special case the results may be given a more striking form. The last two theorems have no analoguesin my earlier paper and are susceptible of wide generalization.
The treatment will be based on the following auxiliary theorem:* Let hi (x), In (x), In (x), lii (x) be functions single-valued and analytic for | x | ^ R (but not necessarily at x = oo ) and such that In ( x ) la ( x ) -ln(x)lii (x) does not vanish for \x\ ^ R. Then there exists a set of functions an ( x ), an ( x ), On ( x ), a22 ( x ) analytic at x = oo and reducing to 1, 0,0,1 respectively at x -», and a set of entire functions en ( x ), en ( x ), en (x), c22 (x) for which en (x) eM (x) -en (x) en (x) is nowhere zero in the finite plane, such that If we set x(dy ¡dx) = z, we may replace the single equation (1) 
Pu = t a22 ( -021 -a'u J -ai2 ( -xqan + Í -p + -J a2i -a2, J , Pi2 -X\ °22 ( x °22 ~ °'2 ) ~~ an \ ~~ xqan + ( -P + -J «22 -a't2 J I, P21 = ¿ -021( -a2i -on J + an Í -xqan + ( -P + -J «21 -o» J I, P22 -t -a2i ( -a22 -a'12 J + an Í -xqan + ( -p + -J«22 -a22 J I.
The accent here denotes differentiation, and for brevity the letter x is suppressed in the functional notation.
If the functions an (x), an (x), a2i (x), Oi2 ( x ) are analytic at x = 00 and reduce to 1, 0, 0, 1 respectively at x = 00 , the function A ( x ) reduces to 1 at x = 00 , and a direct computation by means of (7) gives
P22(z) = l + L^ + 5+"-.
Later we shall make use of these expansions in series. By the aid of the auxiliary theorem above stated we shall choose the transformation (5) so that the equations (6) reduce to a very simple form.
Consider the solutions of (1) in the vicinity of x = ». According to the fundamental existence theorem for ordinary linear differential equations, every solution of (1) will be analytic for \x\ ^ R, if Ris chosen so large that p (x) and g (a;) are analytic for | ¡c | _• Ä; and the general solution will be ci yi + c2 y2, where Ci, C2 are arbitrary constants and yi, y2 are any pair of linearly independent particular solutions. But yi and y2 are not in general single-valued for | x \ ^ A; in fact, when x makes a positive circuit of x = 00 , yi and y2 are only known to be replaced by some pair j/i, y2 of linearly independent solutions so that yi = ci Vi + ct y%, y¡ = diyi + diyt, cx ck -c2 dt 4= 0.
Thus it is evident that yi, yi undergo a linear transformation when x makes a positive circuit of x = 00 . According to the well-known facts concerning such transformations, it will then be possible so to modify the choice of j/i, y2 that we have one of the two cases:
(9) j/i = piyi, y2 = pty2;, or i/i = pit/i, y2 = pi yi + y2.
The second of these alternatives is to be regarded as exceptional (pi = p2), and we suppose at present that the first alternative is before us. If we define Xi and X2 by means of the equations Xl = 2^7=ílogP1' X2 = 2^7=ïl0gP2' thus leaving Xi and X2 arbitrary up to additive integers, and then define in (a:), In (x), hi (x), la(x) by means of the equations
it is clear that the functions i,y (x) are single-valued as well as analytic in the vie nity of x = oo . To see this one has merely to observe that xAl and Xa' are respectively multiplied by px and p2 when x makes a positive circuit of x -« . Furthermore the expression hi(x)hi(x)-ln(x)hi(x) = x^-'Kyi y2 -y2 y[ ) = x1"^' e~fpd* is not zero for | x | _ Ä, since p ( x ) is analytic. Consequently these functions hi(x), In (x), In (x), hi(x) satisfy all the conditions of the auxiliary theorem. Now let on(x), ai2(x), a2i(x), a22(x), en(x), Ci2(x), e2i(x), e22(x) be the functions and Ai, A2 the integers fulfilling the fundamental equations (3) of the auxiliary theorem.
The pair of functions ln(x) and In (x) depend on the initial choice of Xi. If we multiply the equations (3) whose left-hand members are In ( x ) and hi (x) by x~kl, these functions are replaced by x~kl ln(x) and x-*»Z2i (x) respectively.
But this pair of functions is the same as the pair ln(x) and hi(x) that would be obtained if Xi were replaced by Xi + Aj.. A similar remark applies to the pair of functions In (x) and Z22(x). That is, by properly choosing the fpur functions hi (x), In (x), hi (x), la (x) we may take Ai and A2 equal to zero, and obtain
on a simple type of [October where the functions a<, (x) and e^ (x) have the properties stated in the auxiliary theorem. Let us make this choice of the functions an(x), ai2(x), a2i(x), a22 (x) in the transformation (5). Multiplying the equations (11) for In (x), l2i(x) and In (x), l?¡2 (x) by x*1 and x*2 respectively, we obtain yi = an (x) Yi + an (a;) Z, (12) (i-1,2),
where (13) yi= atenía;), Zx = a*1«« (x), Y2 = x*2 ei2 (x), Z2 = z*2 e22(x).
Hence, if the transformation (5) be chosen in this way, (Yi,Zi) and (Y2,Z2) are a pair of linearly independent solutions of the transformed system (6) of the form (13) where en (x), en (x), e2i (x), e22 (x) are entire functions such that en(x) e22(x) -en(x) e%i(x) is nowhere zero in the finite plane.
It is now an easy matter to determine explicitly the form of the coefficients Pa (a;) in (6). If we substitute the above forms (13) for the known solutions in the first equation (6) we obtain at once
On account of the fact that the functions e¡j (x) are entire, and that en (x) e22 (x) -en (x) e2i (x) is nowhere zero, it follows from these equations that Pn (x) and Pi2 (x) are single-valued and analytic everywhere in the finite plane except for a possible pole of the first order at x = 0; by using the second equation (6) we may likewise show that P2i(x) and P22 (x) have these same properties.
But the functions P" ( x ) aje analytic at x = 00 according to the formulas (8), which hold inasmuch as an(x), ai2 (x), a2i (x), a22 (x) are analytic at x = 00 and reduce to 1, 0, 0, 1 respectively at x = » . Accordingly the functions Ptj (x) are linear functions of 1 /x, and are given by the series (8) which break off at the term in 1 / x. Therefore the equations (6) have the simple form (14) x^x = rZ> x^=sY+(x+l-pi)Z, where r and s are certain constants to be studied later. These equations can be integrated by a quadrature in the two cases r = 0 and * = 0. Bearing in mind the nature of the transformation (5) that takes the original equations (4) into (14), and also that rZ and z may be replaced by x(dYI dx) and x (dy/ dx) respectively, we are led to summarize our result as follows:
Theorem I. // y satisfies the equation 
here Y is some solution of 73 + y~ 1 + ^)¿z"-^y= ° (r, s constants), dx2
and an ( x ), aJ2 ( x ), a2i ( x ), a22 ( x ) are analytic at x = » , reducing to 1, 0,0,1 respectively at x = <x> . In the case r = Oit is necessary to replace xdY x aT r dx r=0 r dx * The equation (16) is obtained from (14) under the hypothesis r 4= 0. When r approaches zero, it is possible to make the solution ( Y, Z) of (14) approach any particular solution of that equation for r = 0, i. e., one may write 7 y XdY Z = hm --r-. r¿o r dx A slight modification in the proof must be made in case the second alternative (9) is before us. In this event we may define h\ (x), In (x), In (x), la (x) so as to satisfy the restrictions of the auxiliary theorem by writing instead of (10)
From this point on we may develop the argument as we did before, except for a mere difference of analytical detail. The equation (16), which comes from the linear system (14) by an elimination of Z, may be termed the canonical form of equation (1).
It is clear that a study of the solutions of (1) (16) which involves only the known constant pi and the product rs. The point x = 0 is a regular singular point of (16) and of (14) with exponents Xi and X2 by (13). The indicial equation at x = 0 is X2+ (pi-l)X-r* = 0, so that we have the relations (17) Xi + X2=l-pi, XiX2=-rs.
One may easily verify that these relations continue to hold even in the second alternative (9) when the multipliers are equal. § 2. The Formal Solutions and the Exponents.
The equation (1) admits of two formal solutions* of the following types
This fact may be verified by a direct substitution which permits one to determine s',1', s22\, ••• and s2l),-s22), ••• uniquely so as to make Si(x) and s2 (x) formally satisfy (1). Moreover the canonical equation (16) is also of this type (1), and in this case an explicit determination of these formal series Si (x), S2 (x) gives at oncef
Now, putting aside for the moment the case r = 0, we see that the formal solutions of the linear differential system (4) are given by . .
dsi(x) ds2(x) y = si(x), z = x-jx-; y = s2(x), z = x^¿x~' * A discussion of such formal solutions is given by Horn : Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen beliebiger Ordnung, pp. 183-188. t An easy way to obtain the second series is to substitute y = e*x~"i w in (6), and in the sfx-.
recurrent relation between the successive coefficients in both series depends on (17).
resulting transformed equation put w = S s2x ". The simplification of the form of the v=0 and that these solutions for (14) are '-*<■>■ «-r^ '-*<■>. z-:Î t is also clear that each of these sets for Y, Z goes into the corresponding set îor y, z, hy the transformation (5). In fact the formal solutions Y, Z go into formal solutions y, z of the proper form with the same leading terms since the functions an ( x ), at2 ( x ), a2ï ( x ), a22 ( x ) are power series in negative powers of x with leading coefficients 1,0,0,1 respectively. It is directly demonstrable that the form and leading terms characterize the formal series for y, z completely, and hence the correspondence must be as stated.
Therefore if we replace y by s¡ (x) in (15) and Y by <S¿ (x) respectively for i -1, 2 the resulting equations are formally correct.
These relations permit us to determine power series for an(x), ai2(x)tr, a2i(x)/r, a22 (x) I r by means of the known series for «, (x) to be obtained from (1), and the series Si (x) given in (18).
These latter series depends on Xi and X2 alone, so that we are in a position to actually obtain the functions au(x), au(x)/r, a2i(.r), a22(x)/r in (15) as soon as Xi and \2 are known. That is, once a set of exponents Xi, X2 are obtained it will be possible to determine the transformation (5) explicitly. We observe that, since a22 (x) reduces to 1 at x = oo , the power series for a22 (x) I r begins with the term 1 / r, which permits us to determine r; and that when r is found, s may be determined by means of the relation rs = -Xi X2.
Likewise even if r is zero the equations (14) again admit of similar formal solutions, and by substituting in both sides of (5) corresponding formal solutions of (4) and (14) one may determine an (x), aï2 (x), a2i (x), a22 (x), and s.
It is essential therefore to determine the possible values of Xi and A2, and to know in what cases r may be zero. Concerning these exponents we know at present that (19) Xi = ------logpi, *2 = -;:----logpr, X! + X2=l-pi.
2irv -1 Z7rV -1
Any pair of exponents Xi and X2 may be replaced by Xi + m and X2 -m respectively where m is any integer, without destroying the relations (19). The multipliers pi, p2 may be computed in various ways and we shall suppose these to be given quantities. In order to completely consider all possibilities we need to make a subdivision into two cases, the first of which is the following: // neither of the multipliers px, p2 reduce to 1 (Case A) the exponents Xi, X2 are unrestricted save g. d. birkhoff: on a simple type of [October as indicated by (19) and neither r nor s is zero. In this case both formal solutions of (I) diverge.
To prove this we note that there is a transformation of the form (5)
where bn(x), bï2(x), b2í (x), b22 (x) are analytic at x = oo and reduce to 1, 0, 0, 1 respectively at x = oo , that takes the equations (14) into like equations in which the exponents Xi, X2 are changed to Xi -1, X2 + 1 respectively.
In fact if we write (21) these equations (14) 
in which -r« = XiX2 is replaced by -rs = (Xi -1 ) (X2 + 1). It is to be observed that r and s are not zero, for that implies that either Xi or X2 is zero by (17) so that one of the multipliers is 1. By compounding the transformation (5) with the transformation (21) we obtain another transformation of the same form as (5) taking (4) directly to (21). Hence we have increased one of the exponents by unity and decreased the other by unity. By a succession of such steps we can obtain an equation (14) in which the exponents Xi, X2 are replaced by Xi + m, \2 -m where m is any integer. This proves our first statement above. Now the formal series (18) diverge unless they terminate, and they cannot terminate since neither Xi nor X2 is an integer, by hypothesis.
But it is obvious that corresponding series s and S for (1) and (16) either converge or diverge together by (5). It follows that the two formal solutions of (1) diverge in this case.
The second case is the following : 7/ one of the multipliers, as pi, reduces to 1 (Case B) it is possible to take Xi = 0 and X2 = 1 -pi. At least one of the formal solutions sx(x), s2 (x) of (1) converges. If si (x) diverges, then r but not s reduces to zero; if s2 (x) diverges, s but not r reduces to zero; if both s 1 (x) and s2 (x) converge, we may take r = s = 0.
In this case one of the exponents is zero at the outset, or by a succession of transformations (20) it will be possible to reduce an integral exponent corresponding to the multiplier 1 to the value zero so that Xi = 0; we shall have then X2 = 1 -pi, by (17).
Also since we have rs = -Xi X2 = 0, either r or s is zero.
If r = 0, the system (14) by (18), and here the first series is terminating and convergent. In either case one of the formal solutions of (14), and hence the corresponding formal solution of (1) converges. If «i ( x ) diverges, so will the corresponding solution of (16) and we must have the first case r = 0. Since s appears as a factor in the first series (23) we infer s 4 0 in this case. Likewise if s2 (x) diverges we infer r 4= 0, s = 0.
It only remains therefore to show that in the case when both Si(x) and s2 ( x ) converge we may take r = s = 0. We have already seen that either r or s is zero. Suppose we have r = 0,s 4 0. An inspection of the first formal solution (23) In order to study completely the solutions of (1) in the vicinity of x = » it is necessary to solve the canonical form (16) of equation equivalent to the linear system (14). If either multiplier pi, p2 is 1, we have essentially Case B and we may reduce the equation (14) to a form in which r = 0 or s = 0. In either case the reduced system (14) 
Therefore the canonical equations (14) can always be solved by a single quadrature if either Xi or X2 is an integer. However when neither Xi nor X2 is an integer it is possible to effect the solution of (16) by means of the Laplace transformation.
To simplify the form of this transformation let us write Y = Xa' Y in (12) and obtain the equation
This equation is of the simple type to which Laplace first applied his transformation, and using his method we find the formulas (27) Yi = Xa' fe"^-1 (1 -z)~k'dz (t -1,2), Jit and likewise by interchanging Xi and X2, we find (28) Yi = xAl fe"**-1 ( 1 -z)-x'dz (i = 1, 2 ).
Here the contours ¿1 and l2 are loop-circuits to the points z = 0 and z = 1 respectively taken from z = 00 along a ray to these points, making a circuit in a negative sense and returning to 00 along the ray. The ray must be so chosen that the integrals converge. Under the conditions that neither Xi nor X2 is an integer the two solutions of either set are linearly independent. Vi = x* a{(x) f e" 2a'-1 ( 1 -z)"Asdz + b{ (x) j e"^ ( 1 -z)~*dz
where a,-(x) and bi (x) are analytic at x = oo and reduce to 1 and 0 respectively at x = oo , and Xi, X2 are any determinations of Xi, X2 satisfying the equations (18). This representation breaks down only when one of the multipliers pi, p2 reduces to 1, and then it may be replaced by one of the two following :
To prove these relations it is only necessary to write in Theorem I flu (i) = a (x), an (x) I r = b (x) and to use for Y and Z the forms deduced from (28) and (25). § 4. Characterization of the Laurent Series for the Solutions.
Let us now restrict ourselves to the non-exceptional case when both of the multipliers pi, p2 are distinct from each other and from 1. In this case the equation (1) has a pair of solutions yi (x), y2 (x) of the forms
where In (x) and Zi2 (x) may be expressed as Laurent series hi(x)= E flrv, iu(x)= E s*a**, since these functions are single-valued and analytic for | x ) ^ R. It is an interesting matter to determine the precise character of the coefficients t^"1 in these series. To do so we make use of the relations obtained from the transformation (5) (30) a(x) = 1 + Ea,r', 6 (x) = £&" x"".
It is clear that the special solutions Yi and Y2 of (16) which correspond to the exponents Xi and X2 go over into the solutions yi and y2 respectively, so that we may write yi = a(x)Yi+xb(x)^ (¿ = 1,2). The condition on av and 6" stated in this theorem is equivalent to saying that the series for a ( x ) and b ( x ) converge for | x | sufficiently large, according to a well-known test due to Cauchy. The form for Z(i') given in the theorem is sufficient to describe these coefficients completely.
It is not difficult to show that a similar characterization may be made in the special cases not coming under the hypothesis of the theorem. § 5. Functional Relations.
The theorems which have been developed in the preceding paragraphs are based on a preliminary normalizing transformation of the dependent variable in (1). This disposes of all but two essentially arbitrary constants. The transformation of independent variable x = x + i/' ( x ), where \¡/ ( x ) is analytic at x -oo , leaves (1) unaltered in form but leads to no additional normalization. This fact is expressed in the following:
Theorem III. If the multipliers pi, p2 are distinct from each other and from 1, and if the function <p (x) has the form x + \f/ (x) where \// (x) is analytic at x = oo , then we have for every solution Y (x) of (16) (33) Y(<PKx))=a(x)Y(x) + b(x)d^p where a (x) and b (x) are analytic at x = oo . The proof is immediate. Such a transformation applied to (16) takes that equation into an equation of the form (1) for which pi, p2 are the same as for (16) and whose formal solutions clearly diverge (Case A) with the corresponding formal solutions of (16), inasmuch as the new formal solutions result from the original formal solutions by this same transformation x = <p ( x ). Consequently according to the results of § 2 it is possible to take the canonical equation associated with this transformed equation as in Theorem I to be the same as the equation (16) in Y itself.
If now we replace y, an (x), and xa« (x) / r by Y ( <p (x) ), a (x), and b (x) respectively in (15) we obtain the equation (33) of the above theorem, where a ( x ) reduces to 1 at x = oo . Moreover the Y on both sides of equation (33) refers always to one and the same solution, except for a constant irregular singular point [October multiplier; this is a consequence of the fact that Y (<p (x)) and Y (x) undergo similar transformations when x makes a positive circuit of x = oo . Such a constant multiplier may be absorbed nto a ( x ) and b ( x ) so that the modified equation (33) has the desired form. It is manifest that simple analogues of Theorems II and III exist in the exceptional case when the multipliers become equal or reduce to unity
